Nickel Farms – Waupaca - Tractor and Truck Pull Rules 2012
Pure Stock (3.5 mph)
1. Must be 1957 or older.
2. Hp must be close to manufactures specs.
3. Engine, stock block, head, manifold, carb (by prt. #), no add on parts not in original parts book. No
electronic ignitions, stock coil only.
4. Tractors must have original, or as close to original size tires, rims, cut down steel is ok.
5. Drawbar height of 20" and must be rigid or can be closer than 18" from center of axel. If tractor has
drawbar must pull off drawbar.
6. Tractors must have stock apperance.
7.No weight brackets, only wheel weights placed on wheels.
8. Engine must be controlled by throttle lever in a functional stock governor only. No strings, wires or
foot feeds allowed.
9. Tractors will be dyno'ed if questioned, RPM limits will be enforced!!!
10. NO FARMALL M, OLIVER 88, MASSEY 44,OR MINNEAPOLIS U under 5000#.
11. No front cut or sharpened tires will be allowed.

Near Stock (4 mph 20% over RPM)
1. Must be 1957 or older.
2. Front weights shall not exceed more than 24" beyond the center of the front frames outmost
casting. Rear weight not to exceed 24" behind center axle.
3. Rigid drawbar must not exceed 20" in height, nor can be closer than 18" from the center line of the
rear axle.
4. Engine speed must be controlled by the throttle lever and a functional stock govenor only. No
strings, wires or foot feeds allowed. ALL RPM LIMITS ENFORCED.
5. Wheelie bars, kill switches, recommended, but not mandatory.
6. Fenders are mandatory.
7. Tractors must have stock appearance.
8. Must run stock block transmission, rear end, sheet metal, ect.
9. Horse power must be close to 20% over stock.
10. No front cut tires will be allowed.

Antique (6 mph and open)
1. Must be 1957 or older.
2. Must run stock block transmission, rear end, sheet metal, ect.
3. Cut tires are allowed.
4. Wheelie bars, kill switches, and fenders are mandatory!!!
5. RPM's over 20% must have safety equipment (safety blanket, scatter shield, steel fly wheel, shroud
around fan or side shields, ect.
6. Engine speed must be controlled by throttle lever and a functional stock governor only. No strings,
wires or foot feeds allowed.
7. Drawbar height of 20" and must be rigid.

Farm Stock (8 mph) and Open Farm (No Pace)
1. Stock blocks, transmissions, rear ends.
2. Rules will be discussed at drivers meeting.
3. No 4WD's.
4. Ta's shift on the go is OK.
5. Non turbo, turbo, and gas all pull together.
6. No duels.
7. Tractor must run on gasoline, diesel, or LP.
8. Drawbar height of 20 " and must be rigid.

